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Dear Sirs ,

The story I have to tell may well be too long t o
publish or even for me to complete . . . .but here goes .

I first came into contact with Scientology in 1973 . . At
that time I was a quite successful business man, 34
years old with assets of around half a million pounds ,
most of which I had earned through retailing and the n
manufacturing .

I was having a difficult time with my partner who wa s
also a very close friend and my frustration at tryin g
to resolve our differences brought me into contact wit h
Scietology .

I attended a Comm. Course at St . Hill in July 1973 and
I put so much effort into trying to make that "dam n
ashtry" stand up, that I keyed out to OT-who-knows-what
(some years later at Flag I attested to having keyed
out to Clear OT) . The circumstances were that neithe r
I nor anyone else realised what had happened and I jus t
thought that this was normal for anyone in Scientology .

Being in this state, with little or no responsibility ,
brought devastating results to all my family and
friends. They all knew that I had flipped and ye t
could not explain my sudden and extraordinary
abilities . As far as I was concerned Scientology wa s
the thing and I was quite prepared to give up
everything I had to eat, sleep and breathe Scientology .

After about a week of absolutely euphoric living I
suddenly realised the mayhem I was causing and
knowingly gave up my new found abilities to wait unti l
I could learn to use them without causing ill effect .
All this was done at a level of little or n o
understanding of Scientology apart from a completion o f
the Comm. Course . About this time I started to become
interested in what was wrong with Scientology . By thi s
I mean, why didn't everyone know about it? Why wer e
staff on such low pay? Why couldn't everyone move
mountains, etc . etc. In other words I had absolute
faith in the Tech. but could not understand why the
results were not lasting . At first I thought that the
whole scene was just too complicated with new words an d
jargon to learn. Why not just call a spade a spade? A
little while later on I was introduced to the SP, PT S
tech, and began to realise that here was the reaso n
that things were so tough in Scientology . Little did I
know I had found the whole reason for the failure o f
Scientology to deliver what was promised . I had the
answer but was looking at it from the wrong point o f
view. As I became more familiar with SP, PTS tech ., I
began to see how SP & PTS people were the cause of mos t
things going wrong .
Some 18 months later I was up to Grade 5 and now quit e
sure that the World's problems were caused by the S P
phenomenon and could now detect SP & PTS people merely
by the flow that they put out . I often found myself i n
disagreement with the Organisation's declares and fel t
I could detect that those people responsible for th e
declare were the actual SPs .

I applied to go to Flag for L9, later called L11, an d
found my way blocked by the G.O. Jane Kember gave me
about a 2 year cycle to complete before I could go t o
have auditing at Flag, which was then situated aboar d
the Flagship Apollo . I then became pretty certain i n
my mind that Jane, whom I had never met, must be an S P
because she wanted to stop me having auditing at Flag .

About three weeks later, an issue came out saying tha t
anyone wanting to go to Flag for auditing on the ' L ' s '
should immediately be allowed to do so as Flag was abl e
to handle any case . Within a week I was on board shi p
and having auditing in preparation for L9 . Ron was on
board and most evenings could be seen in his cabin
working amongst unbelievably high stacks of folders .
On one or two occasions I actually passed him on board
ship but never actually got to speaking to him, in

spite of a request to do so. At Flag I had some
unbelievable auditing from Quentin Hubbard and Davi d
Mayo, at the end of which I attested to having bee n
keyed out OT on the Comm . Course and also being keyed
out OT on the competion of auditing by David Mayo .
Just for the record, David was the most perceptive ,
natural auditor I had ever had . I returned to England
after 10 days with a new awareness of what affinit y
really was but still a little puzzled because I wa s
aware of having to say things that were on peoples '
reality so as not to upset them . This included even
examiners on board Flag . I also discovered that my
high affinity for people even included those peopl e
that I had previously thought were SP - but still th e
penny did not drop and within months I was once agai n
looking for who was really stopping things in
Scientology .

About 9 months later the Flag Land Base was establishe d
in Clearwater and my wife and I completed our Clearing
Course there. I have forgotton our actual Clear
numbers but they were somewhere around 3,600 .

We both continued our auditing in the U .K. and
completed OT 3 . By this time I was once again workin g
on the theory that the majority of the problems in th e
World were caused by SPs and I was getting much mor e
vocal in my opinions .

Next thing I knew I was being Comm. Eved. for being
suppressive. The solution, I thought, was quit e
simple ; all I had to do was tell the absolute truth ,

even if it seemed to be against me, and everything
would be O .K. I had a great deal of confidence in th e
Scientology justice and ethics system . After the Comm.
Ev., and before the results were given, I felt very
disturbed about the way that the Comm . Ev. had been
handled and told the committee so. A few days later I
was declared SP . After my initial reaction of absolut e
horror I sat down and wrote up all the out-points of my
Comm. Ev. and sent them to the appeal authority. There
were 15 out-points, 6 of them so major that unde r
Scientology justice rules there had to be at least a
new Comm . Ev. for any one of them .

A new Comm. Ev. was called for but this was almost
immediately cancelled . I wrote to Ron. I then went t o
Flag Land Base and was interviewed by the highes t
justice authority who instantly cancelled my declar e
and asked me to return to St. Hill and quietly find out
just what was going on and report back to Flag . I
returned to St. Hill only to immediately be told that
the issue from Flag was invalid and that I was stil l
declared. Further telexes back and forward to Flag
brought no results so I flew back to Flag and waite d
almost a week to see the justice officer . It was lik e
meeting a different person, no affinity at all and al l
she would say was that other evidence had come t o
light, that I would have to have another Comm . Ev. t o
sort the whole issue out . What other evidence? . . . . N o
answer and no more interviews . I was so furious that I
sat outside the Flag land Base trying to decide whethe r
to blow it up. I fully realised that I had enough of a
story that one word to the media at the time would
create havoc at Clearwater .

After about an hour my anger began to subside and I
decided to return home and begin a new life withou t
Scientology. For about 3 months I spiritually died . I
faced death each day knowing that I could never go
through the steps of getting myself un-declared and so
I could never again have auditing. To any true
believer in Scientology a Declare is infinitely wors e
than a human death or so it seemed at the time. In
spite of all this I was still searching for what ha d
gone wrong with Scientology. Why was there all the
turmoil? Why had I, one of the staunchest believers i n
Scientology been declared? Was I an SP? How could I
be an SP

5
I had been audited by the best auditor (apar t

from Ron) on the Planet? I had gone Clear at Flag .
There had to be an answer and I had to find it .



Without question, at this time two things enabled me t o
pull through and survive . Of all the other very many
people I knew and had helped, only one risked all an d
stood by me, knowing full well that he was likely to b e
declared for so doing. The other factor was my
business, for if I could make that succeed in a n
ethical way I could at least prove sanity to myself .
At that time all our key staff were Scientologists and
one by one, either for reasons of their own conscienc e
or because of pressure from the GO and local Org ., they
left . Within 3 months two of us were having to do the
work of 10, starting at 6 a .m. and finishing at
midnight . Slowly at first but with gradually
increasing confidence we rebuilt the business and I
decided that I definitely wasn't an SP after all . By
this time, now some two years after being declared I
had forgiven Scientology and all the people in it fo r
anything that I had previously considered had been don e
to me . With the forgiving came great relief. I am
not sure when the idea first occured to me but very
slowly I began to realise that I did know what the rea l
problem of Scientology was . Of course looking back
now it seems painfully abvious . THERE IS, OF COURSE ,
NO SUCH THING AS AN SP, THERE NEVER WAS AND NEVER WnTT
BE. The concept of an SP was created by Ron when the
game started to overwhelm him, and Scientology has been
on a loser ever since. The great tragedy of
Scientology is that one simple and completely
understandable mistake takes presidence over all th e
mountains of truth that Scientology contains .

Let me tell you a remarkable thing . The more I became
aware that there was no such thing as an SP in the way
that Ron meant, the more friendly my fellow men became .
The more I stopped seeing my bank manager as an SP th e
easier it was to get bank loans . The more I stopped
seeng the factory inspector as an SP the less he
bothered me . IN FACT THE MORE I STOPPED POSTULATING
SP, THE LESS ANYONE BOTHERED ME . In other words I had
been creating my own very real SPs . Now I simply
create other people paying a different game . More
lately I have begun to realise that even that is not
true and it is much simpler than that . Can you imagine
what would happen if ALL the SP and PTS data in
Scientology was revoked. Can you imagine how much
antagonism would simply go away . Within a year the
queue would be so great that you wouldn't be able t o
get auditing. Come to think about it, would you
actually need any more auditing? For with the remova l
of the concept of SP you will also find you remove your
reason for failure . Once you realise that the ONLY
reason for failure is YOU, you will find that you hav e
the key to all truth . You will also find that truth i s
available to anyone who seeks it . The only one who can
keep truth from you is you and you can only do that
with a lie .

Apart from my family and closest friends this letter is
the first time I have offered this solution t o
Scientology problems to anyone . This is partly becaus e
I have only recently had the strength of my conviction s
and partly because in the overall scheme of things i t
does not make a great deal of difference .

We eadh of us have to do what we have to do in order t o
find our own truth . Until you are ready to perceive
that truth no amount of telling or auditing will change
a thing. When you are willing and able to perceive th e
truth you will do so regardless of Scientology or an y
other factor . That is not to say that Scientology doe s
not contain a remarkable amount of truth, it does, i t
has a library full of it . It also contains a
sprinkling of half truths and lies and, unless you ar e
very able, you will find that any one of these will
stick you in time. Unless you are able and prepared to
add your own beingness to all this body of truths you
are not likely to exit out of the top but simply win d
up in the endless trap of needing the next level or
action. I cannot perceive how I personally would know
what I know without having come into contact with
Scientology and yet I am constantly amazed at the
awareness of some of my fellow beings who have never
even heard of the word. Scientology is an immense body
of knowledge but if you, for one moment, think you ca n
walk into it and get something for nothing you are in
for an immense shock .

Sometimes I have good glimpses of our MEST planet an d
see the absolute perfection of it . It contains just
about any kind of game you care to mention . It is as
though it is a gigantic playground for all of us . The
level of game you wish to play is there for the asking .

At the upper levels you can change games at will ; at -

the lower levels it is extremely difficult to change
games because in order to go to the lower level of game
you give up your responsibility for being at that level
and you have given up exactly the ingredient you need
to rise to higher levels . The more responsibility you
take the higher level of game you can play . The
concept of good and evil is necessary in order to very
much extend the game play . There is no such thing, but
that can only be conceived from the higher levels o f

games. The lower levels of games contain a great dea l
of good and evil which is a big enough lie to make the m
difficult to get out of . Try loving someone who has
just punched you hard on the nose and you will see wha t
I mean. Take responsibility for having someone punc h
you on the nose in order to have a game and you won' t
have much difficulty going up the stairs . All of these
things have a tremendous twist in them which gives th e
whole thing much more glue with which to hold it all
together . If, for example, you SAY you take
responsibility but don't actually FEEL it, nothing
happens . If you don't actually feel the truth wit h
all the pain, sorrow and happiness as such feelings may
contain, you are not even near the truth no matter how
much you say it. As anyone who has had auditing knows ,
feelings are YOU .

seem to have gone on way beyond telling my story o f
being declared. The last issue I saw in 1983 is that
the declare had yet again been cancelled . Since then a
third party told me that I had been re-declared fo r
saying hello to the person who originally got me
declared and who had recently been declared herself .
Sounds complicated doesn't it, but then games are .
Incidentally that very same person, who is of cours e
beautiful as we all are, said to me "what a funny ide a
to think that one Thetan has to get permission to spea k
to another Thetan" .

Perhaps I can end with this idea. You are the game ,
the game is you. Play it for all you are worth . You
cannot lose except by conceiving that you have lost .
You cannot win except by conceiving you have won . In
the end there is just the game with no winning o r

losing .

Have fun .
Gerry Hazlewood .

LRHSTILLINCHARGE?

In the US two Courts have ruled that LRH is still a

' managing agent ' of the CofS . Orders for LRH to
make a deposition as a relevant party were issued
by the judges in the Founding Church of Scientology
of Washington versus the Director of the FBI (heard
in Washington), and in the CofS of Californi a
versus Michael Flynn (heard in Los Angeles) .

To quote from the Washington Order :

"Before the Court is defendants ' renewed motion to
dismiss this action or in the alternative to compe l
the deposition of L . Ron Hubbard, plaintiff ' s
opposition, and defendants ' reply. This motio n
arises from plaintiffs ' refusal to produce L . Ron
Hubbard for a deposition duly noticed for Novembe r
19, 1984 . Plaintiff contends that defendants could
not and cannot compel the appearance of Hubbard
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, i n
that, according to plaintiff, Hubbard was not o n
November 19, 1984, and is not now a ' managing
agent ' of the Church of Scientology .

"In support of their motion, defendants submi t
numerous exhibits . . . there is ample evidence in th e
record indicating that L . Ron Hubbard has been a
managing agent of plaintiff in recent years and a
dearth of support for the proposition that his rol e
in the Church of Scientology has substantiall y
changed since then . See e .g . Order of July 20 ,
1984, Church of Scientology of California v . Gerald
Armstrong . . . Church of Scientology of California v.
Commisioner of Internal Revenue . . . , Declaration of
Diana Riesdorf-Voegeding; Declaration of John
Nelson . On the strength of this evidence, and the
entire record, defendants have made at least a
prima facie showing that L . Ron Hubbard was a
managing agent of the Church of Scientology o n
November 19, 1984, that from his position at the
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helm of the Church he directs and has directed the
Church and its membership, and that he is uniquely
situated to provide information bearing on defend-
ants ' allegation that plaintiff engaged in unclea n
hands conduct orchestrated by Hubbard during the
years at issue in this lawsuit . . . "

LRH was given until April 5th to show up. He
didn ' t, so it has been ruled that he is a managin g
agent of the Church, and the CofS case against the
FBI has been dismissed, as has that against Michael
Flynn . Michael Flynn says that this is the four-
teenth lawsuit brought against him by the CofS to
have been dismissed . Fourteen down and two to go.

On the subject of Michael Flynn, do you remembe r
the issue of ' Freedom ' concerning him last year?
In this the Church quoted from the affidavits of
two men who said that they ' d been accomplices to a
plan directed by Michael Flynn to pass a forge d
cheque for two million dollars on one of LRH ' s bank
accounts . The article was not very credible, but
nevertheless some people believed it . Now one o f
the two who swore affidavits has admitted that he
perjured himself, and was paid to do so . I jus t
hope that Mike Flynn gets something back for al l
the harassment . I hope his counter-suits go
through before the Church ' s bank accounts are all
emptied .

Jon Atack .

LETTER S

Dear Reconnection ,
Can we have more competitions, free gifts, discount
deals and $1,000,000 Bingo contests ?
John

Dear Reconnection ,
Have read the piece by John macMaster which was eat !
I arrived at Saint Hill to do the Briefing Course Powe r
Processes shortly after he came off the stocks as Clear
No . 1 . Although I didn't know him personally, we sa ga
him about the place . He seemed the epitomy of what
Clear was all about . After a while he went off on a
World Tour with a girl called Robin . He gave us a talk
before he left . Later we heard rumours about illness
and later I think declare but in the usual way neve r
got the details . Have wondered for years what had
happened to him (also some of those other early
Clears) . I remember the excitement when people used t o
go into a little hut near the swimming pool to see if
they really were Clear . Thanks for bringing back the
excitement of those days . Hope we get more from John
in the mag .
Thanks
Joan Rayne r

Dear Reconnection,
I am currently a subscriber to Reconnection, and lon g
may it prosper - I really like the way it is going ,
after the hiccups of a few months ago .
One of the things I find encouraging about Reconnection
is the preparedness of some writers to acknowledge tha t
other systems of thought and practice may actually have
value . Obviously they typically have reservation s
about them, considering them not to be assembled in
such a workable fashion as scientology, perhaps, Yet
still capable of yielding insights . I've always been
disturbed at the tendency of the C of S to write of f
such things as meditation as "rubbish" . It reflects an
arrogant, insular, self-absorbed and self-satisfied
attitude, where there should (I think) be an interes t
in, and preparedness to communicate with, other system s
which, after all, have similar aims and arise from
similar impulses .
best wishes
Marcus Wes t

Dear Reconnection ,
Ian and I were paying public at H .A .P.I . and it soom
became obvious that the staff were only interested i n
our cheque book . We disconnected from Scientology i n
1983 thinking we had literally burned our Bridge but
gained some glorious peace and quiet . No more phone
calls 3 and 4 times a week demanding we pay lunati c
prices for this or that course .
We are delighted and relieved the independent movement
is so successful . Glad the A .A .C . is moving to

Edinburgh .
Looking forward to further editions of "Reconnection" .
Kindest regards to you all
Morag Carte r

Dear Reconnection,
Thanks for the information that has been supplyin g
knowledge of what's been going on in the Orgs, an d
about LRH. It is refreshing to know that my personal
experience and evaluation of the Orgs was not an "only
one" and based on just my cynical distrust . What I've
read in the "Reconnections" and "The Journals" d o
appear to be honest and truthful . There are too many
"cover ups" existing in the world without Scientology
engaging in it . As John Lennon sang "All I want is the
truth" .
Yours
Ivor Clulow

Dear Reconnection ,
You are doing a great job - please continue as you are
doing !
Recently we have read "MISSION" by Patrick Tiele y
(sphere books - paperback) and "THE AQUARIAN
CONSPIRACY"by Marilyn Ferguson (paladin - paperback )
and have been most impressed by both. We recommen d
them to your close attention if you have not already
read them !
Love and best wishes
Hunter and Sheina Robertson

Dear Reconnection ,
I was fascinated by the review of Helen O'brien book ,
Dianetics in limbo. Actually, any account of Ron' s
early years would make a great serial feature in
Reconnection . Also, could the search for "Excalibur" be
our own, 20th Century version of the "Grail" story ?
Keep up the good work .
love ,
Richard .

NEW CofS INSIGNIA TO BE WORN BY ALL STAF F

I'M DOING A FINE ART DEGREE COURSE . I WANT WORK FOR 3
MONTHS FROM JULY (UNIVERSITY VACATION) . CASE LEVEL :
CLEAR . WORK EXPERIENCE : 5 YEARS S .O . FLUK/AOSHUK, ADMIN
& TECH POSTS . VAST SECRETARIAL/ADMIN EXPERINCE, ALS O
WAITRESSING, FACTORY WORK . ANYTHING CONSIDERED . 10%
OF WAGES TO GO TO LEGAL FUND, REST TO MY BRIDGE .
CONTACT ANN HARTSHORNE C/O DEPT . FINE ART, NEWCASTLE
UPON TYNE UNIVERSITY.



PARALLELS

In this month ' s issue we concentrate on Dianetic s
the Modern Science of Mental Health . If you are
familiar with that work then the following shoul d
interest you :

Let ' s start with a quote from LRH ' s ' Critique of
Psychoanalysis ' (PAB 91) :

" In the earliest beginnings of Dianetics it is
possible to trace a considerable psychoanalyti c
influence . There was the matter of ransacking th e
past, the matter of believing with Freud that i f
one could talk over his difficulties they woul d
alleviate, and there was the matter of concentrat-
ing on early childhood . Our first improvements o n
psychoanalysis itself consisted of the abandonmen t
of talk alone and the direct address to th e
incident in its own area of time as a mental imag e
picture susceptible to erasure . But many of th e
things which Freud thought might exist, such a s
' life in the womb ' , ' birth trauma ' we in Dianetics
and Scientology confirmed and for them provided a n
adequate alleviation . The discovery of the engram
is entirely the property of Dianetics . Methods o f
its erasure are also owned entirely by Dianetics ,
but both of these were pointed out by early Freud -
ian analysts and hypnotism . "

Until fairly recently I hadn ' t really considered
the implications of this passage. I knew almos t
nothing about psychoanalysis . Last year I began to
unearth parallels with Scientology, and the mos t
recent of these discoveries follows . This articl e
will demonstrate that LRH was right when he claime d
that there had been ' considerable psychoanalytic
influence ' on Dianetics (the contrary is also true :
Dr . Fritz Perls, the founder of Gestalt Therapy ,
admitted the influence of some of the ideas o f
DMSMH upon his work in a 1951 article) .

Here is a passage from a lecture delivered by Freu d
at Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts i n
September, 1909 (from "Five Lectures on Pyscho-
analysis" ) . Freud is speaking of the treatmen t
which led to his development of Analysis . This
took place in 1888 . The patient suffered from
rigid paralysis . The treatment was undertaken b y
Breuer and Freud :

" It was observed that while the patient was in he r
states of altered personality accompanied by
confusion, she was in the habit of muttering a fe w
words to herself which seemed as though they aros e
from some train of thought that was occupying he r
mind . The doctor used to . . . repeat these words t o
her so as to induce her to use them as a startin g
point . The patient complied . . . and in this wa y
reproduced in his presence the mental creations . . .
They were profoundly melancholic fantasies, an d
their starting point was as a rule the position o f
a girl at her father ' s sick-bed . When she ha d
related a number of these fantasies, she was as i f
set free . . .

" It soon emerged . . that this process of sweepin g
the mind clean could accomplish more than th e
merely temporary relief of her ever-recurrin g
mental confusion . It was actually possible to
bring about the disappearance of the painfu l
symptoms of her illness, if she could be brought t o
remember . . . with an accompanying expression o f
emotion, on what occasion and in what connectio n
the symptoms had first appeared . . . Never before ha d
anyone removed an hysterical symptom by such a
method or had thus gained so deep an insight int o
its causation . . .

"What left the symptom behind was not always a
single experience . On the contrary, the result wa s
usually brought about by the convergence of severa l
traumae, and often by the repetition of a grea t
number of similar ones .

"Thus it was necessary to reproduce the whole chai n
of pathogenic memories in chronological order, o r
rather, in reversed order, the latest ones firs t
and the earliest ones last ; and it was quite

I first read this passage a few weeks ago (it wa s
unearthed by Paul Trejo, and published in A .E . van
Vog t ' s ' International Dianetic Society Letter ' last
November) . I was startled . Here we find the ide a
of the arrangement of incidents on a Time-track i n

' chains ' , of discharging later incidents so tha t
earlier similar incidents can be reached, and th e
use of ' repeater technique ' to propel the patien t
into the incident . And Freud isn ' t theorizing -
he ' s talking about something he ' s done .

Add to this the engram, and the idea that pre-nata l
incidents are at the beginning of those ' chains ' ,
and you would have Dianetics . Were these in
existence in theory, or practice, before Dianetics ?
LRH claimed that they were not . He was mistaken.

Speaking of the types of trauma which can have a
' psychosomatic ' effect, Freud had this to say :
"Any experience which calls up distressing effect s
- such as those of fright, anxiety ; shame or
physical pain - may operate as a trauma of this
kind. . . " ( "Studies in Hysteria " , volume 2) . So he
had some idea of the engram too .

The word ' engram ' was in existence long befor e
DMSMH . It was coined by an English psychologis t
Richard Semon . Semon was the founder of ' mnemic
psychology ' . He defined the engram as a cellula r
trace (as does DMSMH), a memory which can b e

' ecphorised ' (or ' restimulated ' ) . But the word i s
not in question, rather what it means, and whethe r
anyone was aware of the phenomenon of an engram
before LRH .

One of the first Dianeticists was Dr . Joseph
Winter . His introduction to DMSMH is stil l
sometimes printed in CofS editions . He worked with
LRH in Bayhead, New Jersey from October of 1949 .
He was one of the seven directors of the firs t
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation (HDRF), whic h
was established in Elizabeth, New Jersey, the mont h
before DMSMH was published . He was with LRH
throughout the writing of DMSMH, and has left a n
account of those days in his "A Doctor ' s Report on
Dianetics" , written after he had resigned from th e
HDRF in 1951 .

In his book he says that LRH, John Campbell and h e
worked together on making the terminology o f
Dianetics . He talks about the various words tha t
were used for what finally became ' engram ' -

' norn', ' impediment ' , and (my favourite) ' coma-
nome ' . He says that they finally chose the wor d

' engram ' because of its definition in Dorland ' s
Medical dictionary of 1936 . I find it interestin g
that LRH gave the first part of the definition i n
DMSMH. Roy Wallis gave the first and second parts ,
but for some reason not the third in his "Road to
Total Freedom" . Winter gave all three :

"a lasting mark or trace . . . In psychology it is the
lasting trace left in the psyche by anything tha t
has been experienced psychically ; a latent memory

p
icture" . So the engram was recognised as a
mental image picture ' as far back as 1936 .

Of course the concept of a ' reactive ' mind was not
original - it is to be found in Freud ' s work under
the names ' unconscious ' and ' sub-conscious ' . That
leaves only the idea of the birth engram and pre -
natal incidents . For these we go to Dr Nando r
Fodor ' s " Search for the Beloved " . This was
published by Hermitage House, exactly a year befor e
they published the first edition of DMSMH . It is
interesting to note that not only was DMSMH
commissioned by Hermitage House, but that the hea d
of that company was also one of the seven origina l
members of the Board of Directors of the firs t
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, This was se t
up in April 1950, the month before DMSMH was
published .

The head of Hermitage House was Arthur Ceppos, an d
it seems very unlikely that he could have publishe d
"Search for the Beloved " , and later failed t o
notice the similarities between it and DMSMH . Even
if he did, surely one of his staff would hav e
pointed these out to him? As he was so close to



Fodor's book has the sub-title "A clinical invest-
igation into the trauma of birth and pre-nata l
conditioning" . I could really leave it at that -
having proved the point, but there is more . Fodor
attributes the idea that birth is the crucia l
traumatic experience to the Freudian Otto Rank . He
develops the idea further . He presents the thesi s
that the trauma of birth creates ' emotional charge '
(his own expression) which is preserved in th e
Unconscious mind. He speaks of the "photographi c
quality which is peculiar to the unconscious mind " .

Fodor was not just a theorist . He was a practising
pycho-therapist, and he gives an account of one o f
his patients re-living birth under therapy: He
goes on to discuss ' pre-natal impacts ' , the ill -
effects of parental intercourse, and the record o f
these . He says : "No psychoanalytic integration o f
a personality can be completed until it reaches th e
fetal levels of the mind because it is before birth
that the psychic foundation of our being is laid " .

Fodor even devotes a chapter to ' Attempts at
aborting the unborn ' . It is also worthy of not e
that " Search" was not Fodor ' s first publication on
the subject of the trauma of birth and pre-nata l
conditioning . Parts of the book had been published
as early as 1945, and he had contributed to quite a
variety of Journals - The Journal of Nervous an d
Mental Disease ; the Journal of Clinical Psycho -
pathology ; Samiksa ; American Imago ; The Psychiatri c
Quarterly ; The American Journal of Psychotherapy ;
Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry ; and the
Psychoanalytic Review. Which suggests that thes e
ideas were fairly well known by the time that DMSMH
was published - at least amongst those to whom suc h
Journals were addressed.
It is apparent that tH entire basis of Dianetic s
was available before DMSMH was published . Although
various claims have been made that 'Dianetics th e
Original Thesis' was published in 1948, it seem s
strange that none of the ' thousands ' of copies are
still in existence . Winter ' s book suggests tha t
DTOT was actually written late in 1949, as LR H
answered Winter ' s first enquiry (in July 1949) by
saying that he didn't have anythinq in writing .
Winter received an account of Dianetic therapy
later in the year (shortly before his first visi t
to LRH in October 1949) . I have been told that
prior to its publication in book form in 1951, DTOT
was edited by a staff member of the firs t
Foundation. This does not seem unlikely ; I have a
copy of ' Evolution of a Science ' as it firs t
appeared in 1950 . The book published by the Cof S
is not identical with this .

What LRH did do was to broadly popularise something
which had been the preserve of psychiatrists and
psychoanalysts until 1950 . Further, he popularised
something which had only limited acceptance at tha t
time .

I personally think it impossible to call LRH the
' Source ' or ' Founder ' of Dianetics . I know that
this will not be an acceptable view to many peopl e
who are devoted to that idea . However, the
evidence is irrefutable, and I suggest that anyon e
who doubts it obtains copies of the works cited for
himself . Of course this in no way invalidates th e
usefulness of Dianetics - rather the opposite . As
I ' ve said before - what really matters is whethe r
you have derived benefit from the subject, and bee n
able to benefit others by its use .

Jon Atack .

"THE RIGHT OF REPLY "

It appears from reading past issues of the
Reconnection, and from speaking to fellow Independent s
that there is a certain element of "group think" i n
vogue, as regards THE GO, ADMIN PROCEDURES, AND ETHICS ,
AMONGST OTHER THINGS .

As I never was one to subscribe automatically to grou p
think I have given long and careful thought to these
subjects and would now like to reply on their behalf .

Firstly, the "GO". I was a member of the Guardians
Office from 1976 till 1982 . In that time I was able to

observe personally the operations of the GO locally (at
AOSHUK), nationally (at GOUK) and internationally (a t
GOWW) . I have also read most, if not all, the
"confidential" policy letters and Guardian Orders on
which the GO operated . I think I am, therefore ,
qualified to hold an opinion on the subject. If you
examine the stats of Scientology Internationally, yo u
will find that the Guardians Office HELPED the surviva l
of Scientology and that the "demise" of the Church
started date-coincidentally with the negation of the
autonomous status of the GO and the removal of its
leaders. Up to that time, the Church was in a balance d
condition, set up by LRH, so that no one clique o r
group had complete control of the Church, as is the
case in PT . To those who believe the GO was a "tough" ,
"cruel" arm of scientology, I would say that, in my
opinion, it wasn't tough or cruel enough, and shoul d
have held its ground against the "take-over" by RTC an d
CMO. The currect dispersal of scientology would no t
then have taken place .

With regard to the "anti-admin" tendencies of ex-Church
members. I would beg to differ . There is truth in the
idea that small, unorganised groups ("grass roots" )
cannot be easily wiped out . But, ask yourself this -
who do you think is winning on the whole - is i t
Sainsburys on the one hand, or the little independen t
shop in the other? Is it the UNITED States on one
hand, or the dispersed country of Ethiopia on the
other. What makes the differance? The difference i n
my opinion, is organisational know-how, or "admin" . I
have studied the OEC and PESO and held admin posts
since I entered Scientology in 1972 . When I left the
Church, in summer 1983, I was £200 overdrawn at th e
bank, had only my "navy blue" jacket and trousers and a
clapped out car to my name . I immediately got together
with my two brothers and with the combination of har d
work and admin know-how we have built up a busines s
from nothing to a point where it is valued at £45,00 0
by business agents . I am only mentioning this to
provide statistics on the workability of admin. There
is NO bureaucracy in correctly applied LRH admin
procedures . If you have ever experienced bureaucracy ,
then it must have been at the hands of a squirrel .
(Just while we're on the subject, I confess to some
misapplication of policy on my former posts . I
apolo 'se to anyone who was ever at the effect of
t

	

!
Lastly, on the subject of "Ethics" . The tools of Ethic s
are, in my opinion, very closely linked with th e
ability to operate as an OT in life .

In a policy on targets, LRH points out that you are a s
OT as you can CAUSE things . And I do not know how you
can remain effect of any undesirable condition in life ,
if you can competently spot and identify the conditio n
and apply the correct formula . The way I see it, you
can increase your causitiveness simply by assigning and
applying conditions formulas to the various areas of
your life . I think that what may have been experienced
by those who feel badly about "ethics" is MISAPPLIED
JUSTICE. I hold LRH ethics tech in high esteem and
have a high regard for those who do too .

One final thing. I am in support of the few
Independent Scientologists who are "out in front" in
keeping the tech free despite the threat to their ow n
necks. But, be assured, the tech that is being applie d
AGAINST you is there for you to use also . I do not
know all of the issues in the legal cases but I do know
that, despite the fact that LRH was hounded
relentlessly on legal fronts and blank PR fronts ove r
30 years, he was never beaten once . The way he avoide d
it has been written up and is in the OEC volumes for
YOUR use. That same policy is the policy on which th e
RTC will be using to base their attack strategy .

To conclude, we should recognise that there IS a tec h
of administration and a tech of ethics . In order fo r
the HCOB tech to remain workable, we heed to make sur e
it is properly supported by those other techs, an d
cease to think of them in derogatory terms .

Alistair M . guy

LRH books and tapes for sale . Phone (0342) 312949 .

MARK V METER WITH T .A. COUNTER RECENTLY SILVER SEALED .
£120 PHONE 0568 84676



NOTES ON COGNITIONS
The process of enlightenment has milestones ;

these are Cognitions . Although the word cognition i s
rarely used outside Scientology it's actually very ol d
and has a Latin derivation meaning "recognise" and
"know" . The phenomena the word describes is much olde r
and it's something a being has been experiencing sinc e
there was anything at all to know about . It was
further defined in Scientology as follows :-

Cognition : Definition I) As-ising aberration
with a realisation about life . 2) A PC origination
indicating he has "come to realise" . It's a What do
you know, I	 statement . 3) Something a PC suddenly
understands or feels .

A cognition is the recovery of knowledge to an
individual, it's a move up the Know to Mystery scale t o
Know on whatever subject or situation .

Cognitions take many forms but there are a fe w
principal ways of arriving at them :

EDUCATION . Individuals are fed data and
evaluated for . Schooling, College, parental guidance ,
religious education, Scientology training etc . are
examples of this . The truth of the data given is either
cognited on, merely accepted or it's rejected by th e
recipient. Education in its broadest sense would ,
ideally, consist of teaching only truths and in such a
fashion that everyone would cognite on them . It would
also be balanced with techniques that enable d
individuals to develop their own ideas to further what
is already known. The existing scene is very far from
this .

Education, and therefore evaluation, i s
obviously necessary as.no-one can specialise and be a
source on every single field of knowledge . We rely o n
others to research these and evaluate for us .

The liabilities of such teaching are twofold .
Firstly the recipient of the data being taught is at a n
effect point, a position of disadvantage in itself, an d
secondly it is incumbent upon himself to differentiate
the truth or falsity of the data he is given, somethin g
no-one is capable of in all fields of knowledge .

Continuous evaluation eventually prompts a
person to react against being at an effect point an d
INSIST upon ideas of his own. In this way the Church' s
dogmatic evaluative application and presentation of th e
technology actually helped create "squirrels" .

LIFE EXPERIENCE . As an individual goes through
life he learns from the vagaries of existence . He' s
being evaluated for by the MEST universe and othe r
people. Either he cognites on the lessons of history
and the experiences of others, or the MEST universe and
others enforce "cognitions" on him . Sometimes he has
"spontaneous cognitions" - usually the result of a
semi-conscious inspection and comparison of earlie r
cognitions and data.

MENTAL OR SPIRITUAL, PRACTICES AND THERAPIES .
The most efficient of these give people things to do by
themselves or, more often, some kind of procedure
administered by another that results in cognitions .
Intrinsic in the phenomena of a cognition is a
heightening of awareness . Those mental practices or
therapies that lower awareness are invalid and often
destructive. Excluding	 the obviously destructive
mental treatments, those that contain the highes t
proportion of authoritarian dogma and evaluation have
the least workability . A person is effect of what he
doesn't know and cause when he knows or cognites .
Cognitions are absolutely essential to mental o r
spriritual improvement . Regardless of the activity, if
a person isn't cogniting .then he isn't getting better .
Unless a person cognites on a datum or truth fed to hi m
it does little for him at all, (although it may solv e
things for him as a stable datum) . When there is no
betterment there was no cognition .

There are examples of this . Ethics and justic e
actions were often administered in such away as t o
"force a cognition" . The usual result was that the
transgressor manufactured "cognitions" to satisfy th e
ethics officer . Thus there were people in continuou s
ethics trouble . Applications of the ten commandment s
and their modern day equivalent, the Way to Happines s
precepts, are dependent on a person cogniting on them .

The fault of most mental or spiritua l
practices, philosophies and religions is that they ar e
almost solely composed of evaluations, and few peopl e
could cognite on the truths they contain and sort ou t
the truth from the opinions. Their adherents are those
that did happen to cognite, they have little or no
technology to reach those who did not . In Scientology
a great deal of the research was in the direction of

establishing technology, such as the scales fo r
example, by which any individual's level of awareness
could be plotted and known . Through the use of thi s
tech a person can be disseminated to the point o f
cognition, and in auditing and C/Sing their "cas e
entrance point" can be found . Case entrance i s
primarily finding the level at which a person will
cognite .

The validity of any mental or spiritua l
practice or therapy can be determined by the degree t o
which it produces cognitions with a minimum o f
evaluation, and in a minimum of time . As absolutes ar e
unattainable it would be as successful as it continue s
to do this .

As none of us are specialised in every field o f
knowledge we naturally seek out a professional, i n
whatever the subject is, to evaluate for us . There are
also those who would evaluate for us anyway, invited or
not. If we cognite on evaluations made, then th e
person evaluating gains status, altitude, and may be
considered an authority on that subject . In the field
of the mind and spirit, someone who can get a maximum
number of people to cognite on a maximum number of
their evaluations, is often called a Guru (or in th e
West,, a Founder?) The desirability of Guru style
status sometimes leads individuals, often uninformed o r
unqualified, to evaluate for people and feed them dat a
or cognitions without their real interest at heart and ,
occasionally, to their detriment . Sometimes it's just
plain enthusiasm or a desire to help as in an incident
I once witnessed in Saint Hill . A sick staff membe r
turned up to see the Medical officer who's initial
handling was to show her the Management dictionar y
definition of illness : "Illnesses are protests against
life" . The staff member, already down tone with a
physical condition virtually had a phsycotic break .
The Medical officer's motives were good, HE had ha d
cognitions from that definition and was only trying to
help, the effect was anything but .

In Scientology people who have been fed a lo t
of un-cognited-on evaluations can be harder to audi t
and C/S than they otherwise would be . The evaluation
remains at a level of "Know about" at best on the Know
to Mystery scale, uncertain and probably unused . An
actual cognition is "Know" and certainty . The route to
spiritual enlightenment consists of gradually raising
awareness through different levels and ensuring that
each one is complete . There's nothing new about thi s
idea, in fact it's the traditional approach . Some
Eastern religions have been doing it for centuries ,
such as the Tibetan Buddhists eight fold path .
(Incidentally they also have "confidential materials) .
Feeding people upper levels when they are ready fo r
them would be like teaching Raja Yoga to someone who
hadn't done, or was incomplete on, Hatha Yoga ; it
wouldn't work well - it may be unreal - and as peopl e
criticise what they don't understand, would be liable
to be rejected and villified .

Auditing is designed to produce cognitions ,
that is, the recovery of knowledge, AND the production
of new knowledge . Not always realised is the fact tha t
there is such a thing as newly produced knowledge o r
self created data. Artistic creations and opinions
fall under this heading but more importantly so do the
cognitions people have in life and in auditing that ar e
not contained in any Scientology material or anywher e
else. Many of these cognitions are not only true fo r
the person but for others as well. The knowledge that
a person creates himself puts him at cause an d
outflowing it balances the times of effect and inflo w
ie., his education, studies and evaluations by other s
and the MEST universe . Therefore in the field of the
mind the provision of a method by which people ca n
cognite for themselves would be far superior to a bunch
of evaluations .

A lifetime of evaluation is bound to create ,
and does, an insistence on ones own ideas . I have met
people new into Scientology who, while very intereste d
were initially upset to find that the research ha d
already been done. They had wanted to be a source and
were now looking at the prospect of more study, more
education, more evaluation . In fact, the technology
enables them to be a source and develop their ow n
ideas. Unfortunately the Church sought to prevent thi s
and succeeded for many years . In the independent field
the criticism of the Church followed through into a
criticism of the technology itself . Some people have
accused Scientology of being too evaluative. Perhap s
in parts it is, and yet it is probably still the leas t
evaluative of all mental or spiritual philosophies .
Whereas LRH has been correctly criticised for not
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acknowledging other peoples contributions to the tec h
he also said that a lot of the ideas presented to hi m
by others were their cognitions which PCs would have
anyway as they ascended the bridge and should therefore
not be written up. In a letter dated 17 June 62 he
said: "While rules may be made for the application of
auditing techniques, in living it is the understandin g
of the individual that matters . There are far too many
evaluations about as it is . "

An observation about some "Gurus" and the like
is their unwillingness to be the source of the
evaluations they make . Evidently it's dangerous to set
oneself up as a source as in the fate of Jesus Christ
and now LRH . A smart Guru has been more of a prophet
or messenger, his words of wisdom were inspired by God
and written on stone tablets as with Moses, or the y
were "discovered" on gold plates as with Joseph Smith .
In contemporary times, he's dictated to by disembodied
spirits or dead Scientologists. This haS two
advantages: A) He doesn't suffer the historical fate o f
being a source and, B) He's not himself responsible fo r
the failings, falsities or consequences of the dat a
he's propagating. (Also obviating any necessity fo r
him to provide corrective technology) . All he did was
communicate it .

That's an observation, not an outright
condemnation of such people . They have still evidently
helped people and produced cognitions .

Scientology explains the fundamentals of
knowledge itself ; this fact sets it above othe r
subjects . It enables people to evaluate other subject s
which, in my view, cannot be regarded as on a par wit h
it. An OT friend of mine, who is a trained auditor ,
has a university degree in Psychology as well as a
considerable knowledge of other spiritual philosopie s
and practices, recently told me that he had done a
thorough re-study of the Axioms to see if they really
did define the mechanics of this universe . He
concluded that he couldn't fault them .

The little excursions some Scientologists ar e
making into alternative mental and spiritual
philosophies and practices are understandable afte r
years of Church indoctrination and dogma and ar e
healthy enough when properly evaluated and put int o
perspective of relative importance and workability.
There are some people using the independent Scientology
comm lines to proclaim the virtues of alternative
practices without doing this . These are ofte n
Scientologists who have had THEIR gains and done THEIR
bridge and, knowingly or unknowingly, invalidate the
tech for others . In all cases the understanding and
ablilities that have been gained in Scientology show s
through in their communications . (There are really no
EX-Scientologists) .

In 1965 Scientology was deemed to be : "a
workable system, this does not mean that it is the bes t
possible system or a perfect system" (LRH), and I thin k
most people would now agree,_ it's not a complet e

proportionof°all Scientology t
ebridge

ch, theres
s a wealth

of good, largely unused technology that can be utilise d
when needed. The technical basics needed to extend th e
bridge upwards already exist . If Scientology is going
to be critised, it's better done positively an d
improved and advanced . A mental or spiritual philosophy
or practice can be judged by its ability to produc e
cognitions, recovery of knowledge and production of ne w
knowledge, by its ability to reach a maximum number o f
people and by its ability to correct the errors o r
consequences of its actions . If this is a sound basi s
for judgement then Scientology is way ahead .

Steve Bisbey
AAC East Grinstead C/S

BUS FARES
(or on the road again )

Actually I had not been PUT off the bus .
The reality was I had just GOT off the bus .
I simply knew that I could not afford the fare
and so, of course, I felt I did not belong there .

Without the necessary money with which to pay
just by the side of the road, to somewhere I lay .
I was ever dreaming about some far off lands .
And wearily contemplating my empty hands .

I had heard of a wondrous bridge somewhere ahead ,
"of priceless beauty" the uniformed man had said .
So, without the price, price-less I just stood aroun d
feeling rather out but not yet completely down .

Now I can see those golden coaches for what they are ,
no different from a heavily armoured car !
Today I happily ride on a horse and cart
cosier and warmer, it's cheaper for a start .

A shining new bridge is now clearly in my view ,
It may not be priceless but it will surely do .
It goes to exactly where I would wish to be ,
what is more - it starts right here, at the A.A.C .

Jim Burtles
21 .4 .85

E. S . O. BRISTOL

"NEVER BEFORE HAVE TWO DAYS HAD SO MUCH IMPACT ON ME .
THE INCREDIBLE WINS EVEN WHEN DRILLING SHOW THE POWER
OF THE TECH."

ESO AUDIT-IN RESULTS

"It feels really good . I really feel good but I can' t
understand why." - Julie H .

"My biggest win was to notice just how much change one
process can produce . Other wins were to realise how
simple auditing is done standardly - no forced
havingness or 'must do' . Seeing other people winning
and cogniting is great and the environment at ES O
really helps the cycles along . It's so different from
— Org with all the considerations it puts on stats
and all the requirements of the student and PC for a
safe environment ignored . The most theta environment
I've ever trained and audited in ." - Malcolm J .B .

"I found the session very relaxing and enjoyable ." -
Marianne B .

(After session) "I feel great . Totally in P .T ." - Jim
G .

During the past day or so I have had some brilliant
cognitions on auditing . Previously I have had a false
standard on being an auditor, in that I believed it wa s
'complicated and took a while to learn' . Since
auditing — (process) this has totally blown and made
me very enthusiastic about becoming an auditor . During
the auditing my own tone level increased with the PC' s
wins and cogs . My thanks to Steve, Malcolm, Simon and
the rest of the ESO crew for helping me put my firs t
step toward becoming a flubless auditor . Last but not
least my thanks go to Ron for making it all possible . "
Martin G .B .

"The cogs I've had have been amazing . We've ru n
through things I've thought of before but never
cognited about in the way I have now, it's incredible ,
beautiful. Never before have two days had so much
impact on me . The incredible wins, even when drilling ,
show the power of the Tech . All credit to Martin, Jim,
Malcolm and especially Steve for such an incredibl e
experience. My sincere thanks to Ron for its creation
and the Independents who preserve it intact agains t
attack ." - Simon S .

A SMALL FRACTION OF ESO'S OCCASIONAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
THE DELIVERY OF COUNSF'TLING AND TRAINING AT TH E
INTRODUCTORY AND LOWER LEVELS .

Last words to L. Ron Hubbard	

"THE KNOWLEDGE IS YOURS AS MUCH AS MINE "

- From the tape 'Dianetics 1961 and
the whole answer to the problems of the Human Mind' .

ESO, PCO, BRISTOL, BS6 7RG, U .K .

******************************************

Noella and Jon Caven-Atack are delighted t o
announce the birth of their son, Benjamin Willia m
Caven-Atack, at 3 .23 pm on May the 2nd, 1985 .
Benjamin was 9lbs and loz at birth . He opened his
eyes within five seconds of his head emerging, an d
did not cry out when delivered . Mother and child
are both doing wonderfully well . We wish to share
with you our joy on this occasion .

******************************************
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AAC ENGLAND

WHAT IS AN AAC? AAC stands for Advanced Abilit y
Centre. An AAC is a group dedicated to making the tec h
available to everyone . The first AAC was founded in
Santa Barbara by David Mayo and others . Since then
many other tech delivery groups have become AACs by
completing their training under David and becoming
affiliated with AAC Santa barbara. The AAC England was
one of the first of these .

Because of their ability to deliver better service s
than the Church the AACs have become a prime target fo r
attaks by the Church and consequently the AACs hav e
been forced into a position where they have to defen d
themselves and the tech, and indirectly, anyone wh o
wishes to use it . In its death throws the Church is a s
vehement as ever ; evidently it can't stand any kind o f
what it sees as competition . (The AACs would not see
the Church as any competition at all) .

Your support of the AACs whether moral or financial i s
welcome and is highly valued and essential if the
technology is going to be unsuppressed .

CASE ANALYSI S

The AAC provides a Case Analysis service at no charge .
It is based primarily on the data YOU give and result s
in correct indications and suggested programme .

COMPLETIONS

I recognise that I have achieved a new plateau of
ability and, although obviously there is more material
to be handled on solo, I have some reality on "caus e

over life" .

I note that my action level is higher - with les s
efforting, and my postulates really stick.

My sincere thanks to Burt, Steve, Joyce and all other s
in the AAC team who made this possible . My gratitude
also goes to IRIT, Founder of the Philosphy and Tech, t o
whom I shall always feel indebted .

Leslie Lee, 16 .4.85 .

Having completed Solo Part 2, I have gained a good
reality on the technique of solo auditing and
discharging aberrative material and the ensuing tone
arm blow down of the meter . These two phenomen a
occuring together and seen by me were very validativ e
of the tech and the usefulness of the meter .

What I have to say is very very simple . The wins and
gains I have are very very big . Axioms 21, 22, 23 & 24
are what has been handled for me . Having this new
awareness of myself and others, I can now continue thi s
life in total harmony on the dynamics . I need not ever
again handle things any other way than with the tota l
understanding and havingness which is what we basically
are and what we can basically do .

Chris Agar

	

Change of Viewpoint

Manuel Rodrigues

Francis Sheue r

Bill Johnson

Quenton Kelly

James Warnel l

Chris Agar

Patrick Tedman

Sue Gittin s

Anne Bauer

Gary Earle

Richard Every

Vic Lyons

Alan Pugsley

Marie Nolan

Francois Mathevet

Joyce Barnes

Class 4 Interneship
Intention R/D

AA 6

Grade Zer o

AA 5

Grade 4 Expanded, Clear

Solo Part 2

AA 6

AA 3, AA 5

Purification R/D.

AA 5

Grades 1, 2, 3 & 4
Expanded : Dianetic Cas e
Completion

AA 7

HRD, Grade 0 & 1

HRD & HID Course

Case handling by Change
of Viewpoint

Love, Joyce Barnes, 1 .4.85 .

It is really good to be holding the cans again and
feeling that my case is being addressed! For the firs t
time?

My review has been to the point and on the ball .

Many thank s

Sylvia Beamish

SOCIAL EVENTS

Now the summer is almost here the AAC is going to
resume Sunday afternoon Bar-B-Qs . The first of these
is at the The Spinney on Sunday 26th May, 3pm until
6pm. (Weather permitting) Please call the AAC on the
morning to confirm .

NOTICE

Student Auditors at the AAC require PCs for Grade
auditing. If you are a Pre-Clear or Clear and have no t
had Expanded Grades, then you might be eligible fo r
student auditing. Alternatively, you may know someone
who is. If so get in touch with the AAC, tel . 0342
21752 .

REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TO ALL METERS PAST AND PRESEN T
AA 6

MARK IVs & Vs UPDATED TO MARK V & VI QUALITY
Barry Fairburn

Leslie Lee

Alan Stewart

Caroline Bisbey

Bert Dodd

Jim Burtles

AA 6

AA 5

AA 2

Purification R/D

Solo Part 2, AA 1

Grade 1, 2, 3 8b 4
Expanded

Slave Meters
Training Meters

Mini Meters
Projection Meters
Chart Recorders

and
Datalogers

All useful adjuncts for your sessions and training

SEVERAL UPDATED MARK Vs FOR SALE

STATEMENTS OF CASE GAIN

It is about 10 days since I attested to AA 5, afte r
completing the level at the AAC .

PSYCHOTECHNIC S

Phone 01-986-9183 - 3pm to Midnight .
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Sometimes the confront required can be pretty high, but
the rewards are so much higher . My incredible back-up
team have done it again! They just let you be and ge t
on with it . Thank you. The Tech as a daily working
tool of this life is a solid rock to rely on. I'm
sitting in the AAC in Edinburgh, long may it flouris h
and prosper and assist others to realise thei r
potential .
Much affinity to all .
Maureen Jonson, AA3

At this point my life has changed - beautifully, and I
will never be the same! The cognitions and very rea l
gains I have experienced make me feel that I am reall y
beginning to live for the first time in eons . It is
not easy to describe the marvellous feeling inside my
head and my depth of renewed affinity for people . Life
is so wonderful - and I thank Bob and the AAC i n
Edinburgh for making the tech possible in such a
standard way .
Annie MacGregor, AA5 Rest point

I would first of all validate the members of staff a t
the AAC Edinburgh for being here and being effective in
the face of much aggro . If this subject teaches us
anything it teaches us how to persist !
It is significant that one of my oldest friends and
colleagues, Mike Wray, helped me onto this plateau -
this truly is the level which the song is about - "On a
clear day you can see for ever" .
It will take me some time to grow into this new state ,
but the important point is that I have arrived after 3 5
years of persistence in this subject . So many people
go astray because they expect to levitate, read mind s
or pull rabbits out of hats - but I am content to be
Tom again .
LRH is one hell of a man !
Tommy Mitchell, AA 5

The more I learn of LRHs tech and apply it to my life ,
the more and more keyed out I get . It's absolutely
amasing, it's changed my life so much . I'm much more
at cause. My most recent win came from the Qualified
Beginners Course I'm presently studying . It's helpe d
me handle a problem I've had for so long and never
thought of doing anything about it . I feel so much
freer in confronting crowds, it's now easy . I don' t
have to avoid crowds or grit my teeth to get throug h
them. They're real people out there and not just a
mass of bodies . It's great plus LRHs tech i s
incredible. Words can't describe it .
Toshen Musgrove, Qualified Beginners Course

SAD TALE OF SCIENTOLOGY - A SHORT HISTORY 1950-1985
by ERIC TOWNSEN D

price : £2 plus 50p p&p.
Available from Showgrade Publisher s

PO Box 10, Bramhill, Stockport, SK7 2QF .

HEALTH AND ABILITY CENTRE
For All Eight Dynamics

NOW OFFERS :
A) Nutritional & Weight-loss programmes
B) Touch for Health Therapy

	

£8 per session
C) Prosperity Counselling

	

£8 per session
D) Ability Auditing (0-IV)

	

£10 per hour
E) Body De-polution Programme

	

£5 per day
+ Vits & Sauna

F) Happiness Auditing

	

£10 per hour
G) Advanced Levels 1 - 3

	

£500
H) Advanced Level 4 & 5 Auditing

	

£25 per hour
I) Positive Advanced Levels

(4, 5, 6 & 7)

	

£50 each
J) Metaphysical Training/ Counselling

	

£8 per session

Our technology is standard - we work with the
individual to assist them to achieve what they want to
achieve .

ALL FIRST CONSULTANCIES ARE FREE

Ring: 0903 750770, or write, PO Box 297 Hove, E .
Sussex .

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU .

AAC EDINBURGH

When we have to confront confusion and conflict, we can
always turn to LRH and Source for answers . Ron sai d
"The way out is the way through" and at this time ther e
is no truer datum. He also gave us the Anatomy of
Confusion Tech : A stable datum is used to align
confusion . The AAC Edinburgh is an on source stable
datum and a safe environment, delivering Ron's Bridge
which we know to be a workable route and about which ,
there is no conflict or confuson .

If one goes looking for enlightenment as a state tha t
will be given to one by an exterior agency in som e
future time, then he or she has not cognited on the
central point of the Road to Truth . Enlightenment
comes from within by ones own efforts . In fact the
moment one steps on to the Bridge and reaches for thi s
body of knowledge, one begins to be enlightened . It is
one thing to explore other viewpoints using you r
"yardstick" and quite . another to ask someone o r
something for a license to survive . If people who have
done the levels on the upper bridge are looking t o
outside sources such as Dr. Peebles for proof,
conviction and enlightenment, then we have not made it .
You cannot think yourself clear by thinking beautifu l
thoughts alone - it's a tough universe we have
travelled and there has been much confusion an d
conflict on the way to this point - let's not blow it ,
by identifying with that conflict and confusion, let' s
handle it!!

COMPLETIONS AAC Edinburgh

AA3

AA2

Solo brush-up

Clear, Abl . 0 - 4 ,
Solo

Solo, AA2

AA2, AA3

Clear

AA5

Purif. R/D

S/W

AA5 DRD, AA5

Clear, Abl . 0

Abl. 0 - 4, Clear ,
Solo . AA 1

Solo, AA 1

AA2, AA3

AA5

Solo, AA1, AA2

Abl . 0 Aud .

BSM

AA6

SUCCESS STORIES

My deepest gratitude to all the lovely staff and publi c
here at the AAC Edinburgh for letting me be ME! !
I've lost lots (actually) tons of additives and fee l
very sane and am starting to return to the simple being
I once used to be a long time ago .
With love and ARC always
Frank Huber, Solo Training

This level has released such a lot of pressures an d
ridges in me . A terrific relief . Some understanding
into the utter "mass" that we can allow ourselves t o
sink into. The way out is definately through.

Olivier Delachaux

K.F .

Gordon Howat

Frank Hube r

Rob Kay

Ann Learmond

Bill Learmond

Billie McGregor

Alister McLean

Margaret Mitchell

Tommy Mitchel l

Toshen Musgrove

T.P .

Graham Paterson

Hannah Petri

Denise Smithers

Jeremy Strang

Rob Walsh

Terry Whiteman

Jonathan Whitaker
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THE OUT OF THE BODY EXPERIENCE

Nibs can give you the OT abilities that yo u
came into Scientology for .

He will also train you to give
others these abilities .

-he course starts on Monday, August 5th, and run s
through to Sunday, September 1st, 1985 .

Place : to be decided (England) .

Cost : $1,000 US . Payable in advance to :

Nibs DeWolf, 1401 E . Long St. no . 101 ,
Carson City, Nevada, NV 89701, USA .

Phone : (702) 883-6738 .

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ABSOLUTELY NONE .

SON OF L . RON

Yes, it is a pretty awful title, but the best I ca n
manage at the moment (in between changing nappies) .
For some time Nibs DeWolf - also known

	

as

	

L .

	

Ron
Hubbard junior, Dianetics ' first junior

	

case - ha s
been

	

saying

	

that

	

he

	

has real Out-of-the-Body -
Experience

	

(O .B.E .)

	

tech . Now he is

	

willing

	

to
prove his point . Independent stalwart Carol Kanda
is with Nibs checking it out at the moment . When
she last wrote she was only a couple of days into
the course, but was delighted both with it and wit h
Nibs and his wife Henrietta .

There should be an ad somewhere in this Reconnect -
ion for the course, which will take place i n
England this August . Nibs is coming over in June ,
with Carol, to give a talk . Hopefully a meeting
will be arranged for June 21st, in East Grinstead .
Let Reconnection know soon if you'd like to be
there . Nibs is quite willing to answer any
questions about his father, or about his own clos e
involvement with the Tech upto his departure i n
November, 1959 .

If you ' re in a hurry, the first European O.B.E .

(CONNECT UP HERE )

AUDITING AND TRAINING

AAC England: 52, West Hill, East Grinstead, West
c , ssex, RH19 4EP .

	

Tel: (0342) 21752

AAC Sotland: 39, Shandon Cresecent, Edinburgh ,
EH11 1QF .

	

Tel: 031-337-3037

Centre for Personal Enhancement : 25, Fordwych Rd . ,
West Hampstead, London W2 .>

	

Tel: 01 .208-0666

North-East London: 49, Grayham Mansions, Sylvester
Road, London E8 1EU .

	

Tel : 01-986-9183 .

South-West London Centre : 23, Stuart Rd., Ham,
Richmond Surrey .

	

Tel: 01-940-330 6

Health & Ability Centre : P.O . Box 297, Hove, East
Sussex .

	

Tel: (0903) 750770

)ri0 :

	

2, Harcourt Rd., Bristol, BS6 7RG .

Manchester: 43, Cross Lane, Marple, Cheshire ,
SK6 6DJ .

Sunderland: 8, Beechwood Terrace, Sunderland ,
Tyne & Wear .

	

Tel: (0783) 75278

ASIS 39, Shandon Crescent, Edinburgh, Lothian .
EMil 1QF .

	

Tel: 031-337-303 7

Clear Mind Mission : 7, Hazel Ave, Kilmarnock ,
Ayreshire, KAi 2HH

Chris & Judi Tyndale : 129A High Street ,
Godalming, Surrey GU7 1AF .

The Ability Fdn : 500 Wall Street, Suite 408 ,
Seattle, Washington 98121-1577 .

course will be run in Copenhagen from July 1st t o
July 28th . Nibs has said that he offers a money
back guarantee to anyone who is dissatisfied wit h
the course . For more details write to him at the
address given in his ad .

The book you need now . . .

THEROAD TO TOTALFREEDOM

A Sociological analysis of Scientology

by Roy Walli s

"This book is a must for any serious student of
Scientology, & for anyone who wishes to understan d
the organizational flaws which finally led to th e
Independents having to break away from the CofS . . . "
.cJon Atack, in Reconnection 12 .

This book presents the only real history of th e
Dianetics and Scientology movement . It contain s
statements made by John Campbell (who published
' Evolution of a Science ' in April 1950) ; by Dr .
Joseph Wihter (who wrote the introduction t o
DMSMH) ; by Don Purcell (who saved the first
Foundation from bankruptcy) ; by Jack Horner (who
was one the first Dianetics course in June 1950) ;
by Julia Salmen ; by Herbie Parkhouse ; Jerry Simmons
and many more .

Road to Total Freedom is no longer available in the
UK. In the US it usually retails at $27 .50 . For a
limited time we are able to offer it for $22 .50
(add $9 .00 for P & P in the UK or Europe) .

We are also looking for a UK distributor for th e
book . Call or write :

Natural Wisdom Exchange Services ,
P .O . Box 4614 ,
Riverside, CA 92514 ,
USA .

Phone : (213) 351-0129 .

"There ' s no corner on Natural Wisdom . "

INFORMATION

Southwest : Michelle Brown, 7, Whitleigh Ave ,
Crown Hill, Plymouth, devon .

Midlands : Stan Green, 175, Abbey Rd ., Warley
Wood, Smethwick, Warley .

Manchester: Keith Mumby . (See Manchester Cntr) .

Sunderland: Bov Allen, 14, Hunter Tce, Sunderland ,
Tyne & Wear .

	

Tel: (0783) 655320

Scotland : Fred Smithers. (See ASIS Edinburgh) .

Europe: Antony Phillips, DEI, Postbox 78 ,
2800 Lyngby, Denmark .

Africa: Regina Dennison, P .O. Box 30311, Point ,
Durban 4069 .

Australia: John Mace, 29 Norman Rd ., Myare e
6154, West Australia.

U.S . : Mark Jones, Council for Spiritual Integrity ,
P.O. Box 29796, Los Angeles, CA 90029 .

APOLOGY

In Reconnection 12 there was an article headed
' Scott of Candacraig ' . In this it was said tha t
"None of the other Defendants in the three existing
suits concerning the Nots materials have voiced any
desire to settle [with the CofS] . " As Robi n
pointed out to me this is inaccurate : Ron Lawley
did try to settle with the church, and would hav e
been willing to do so . In the event the church
refused settlement . I would like to emphasise tha t
the statement made in Reconnection 12 was an hones t
error, and does not reflect any malice on my par t
toward Robin .

	

Jon Atack .
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